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Welcome

TO THE 14TH ANNUAL CHESAPEAKE FILM FESTIVAL!

We have some exciting News to share! The Chesapeake Film Festival returns LIVE October 1
and 2 in Easton, MD, at the historic Avalon Theatre with films, filmmakers and a VIP reception.
The opening night film is the world premiere of Water’s Way: Thinking Like a Watershed by
Tom Horton, Dave Harp and our own VP for Environmental Programming, Sandy CannonBrown. The film takes you on a journey through the rivers and tributaries of the Chesapeake Bay
to experience the watershed as it was before colonization, after humans ravaged it, and how it
could be if we learn to think like a watershed.
The second film, The Heat is On: Driving Climate Action for People and Nature, by board
member Irene Magafan and her World Wildlife Fund colleague, Kelley Ashford, focuses on the
activism needed to address climate change.
Saturday night begins with the World premiere short, Tyndall Typewriters, followed by
the multiple award-winning (Sundance, Oscars, Golden Globe) film, Minari, about a KoreanAmerican family who moves to an Arkansas farm in the Ozarks to pursue the America dream.
The second film, TESLA, is a freewheeling take on visionary inventor Nikola Tesla.
There’s more great news! Because of the overwhelming response to last year’s free Virtual
Festival, another 55 films will be available online Oct. 3-10. For a lineup of films in the Virtual
Festival go to chesapeakefilmfestival.com. We thank all the outstanding filmmakers represented
in the festival this year, we couldn’t do it without you!
I wish to also personally recognize the board of the Chesapeake Film Festival. They are
passionate folks who contribute their talents in many ways. Among them are Festival Director,
Cid Collins Walker and Executive Director, Nancy Tabor. Thank you to everyone!
Tickets are $25 for the environmental block on Friday evening; $15 each for the features on
Saturday. Invitations to the VIP reception on Friday are reserved for our filmmakers, sponsors
and individuals who donate more than $125 to the Festival.
With your generous support we can keep our Virtual Festival FREE and fulfill our mission to
bring you exceptional independent films and events with an emphasis on the environment and
social justice. And with the return of a LIVE Festival, we can continue to be an economic engine
for the Eastern Shore by enticing visitors here to experience exceptional films, world-famous
seafood, art, and the beauty of our waterways.
Any amount is appreciated. Please go to our website, chesapeakefilmfestival.com to make a
contribution now, we need you!
Very truly yours,
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Live and Virtual

SCHEDULE
of EVENTS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 to SUNDAY, OCTOBER 10

Live
Festival
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1

The Avalon Theatre (Avalon Foundation)

VIP RECEPTION from 5 – 6:15PM

The VIP Reception will now be held outside in the
courtyard of the Eastern Shore Conservation Center (114 South Washington Street, Easton, Maryland)

WATER’S WAY: THINKING LIKE A WATERSHED

7 – 7:45PM

World Premiere – Environmental Feature – USA, TRT: 45 minutes
Sandy Cannon-Brown, Dave Harp and Tom Horton. Learning to
appreciate and emulate beavers may be a key to understanding how we
might once again experience a watershed resilient to flood and drought
and a Chesapeake clean and clear.
Panel Discussion with Producers 7:45PM – 8:30PM

OLYMPIC SLEEPERS OF THE ARCTIC

8:30PM

THE HEAT IS ON: DRIVING CLIMATE ACTION
FOR PEOPLE AND NATURE

8:45PM

World Premiere – Environmental Short – USA, TRT: 5:00 minutes
Produced and directed by Irene A. Magafan and Jamie Currie. This short documentary
explores the lives of arctic ground squirrels and how they have adapted to hibernate up to
8 months to survive. Olympic Sleepers of the Arctic touches on the unique biology of these
animals in the greater context of the environmental threats facing the arctic region as a whole.

World Premiere – Environmental Short – USA,
TRT: 20 minutes
World Wildlife Fund Short documentary produced
by Kelley Ashford and Irene Magafan about WWF’s
response to the International Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Special Report on Global Warming in 2018.
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Live
Festival
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 2
TYNDALL TYPEWRITERS

The Avalon Theatre (Avalon Foundation)

5– 5:22PM

World Premiere – Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 22 minutes
Antique typewriter repairman, Thomas Tyndall, uses vintage typewriters
to remind people of the days when communications, social interactions,
and relationships were tactile experiences. He helps a fallen chef overcome
her inability to make emotional connections to regain her creativity while
servicing her machine.

Brief Discussion with Ted Adams,
producer and director of Tyndall Typewriters. 5:30PM

MINARI

5:45PM

Narrative Feature, USA, TRT: 1:55 minutes
A Korean American family moves to an Arkansas farm in search of its own
American dream. Amidst the challenges of this new life in the strange and
rugged Ozarks, they discover the undeniable resilience of family and what
makes a home. Minari earned six Oscar nominations and Youn Yuh-jung
won Best Supporting Actress in the film. It also won the Golden Globe
Award for Best Foreign Language Film and six nominations at the British
Academy Film Awards.

Brief introduction by Actor Vincent de Paul 8PM

TESLA
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8:10PM

Narrative Feature, USA, TRT: 1:42 minutes
A freewheeling take on visionary inventor Nikola Tesla, his interactions
with Thomas Edison and J.P. Morgan’s daughter Anne, and his
breakthroughs in transmitting electrical power and light.

Virtual Festival

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10

ONLINE

For more information visit: www.chesapeakefilmfestival.com

Narrative Features

LIAM WHITE

Narrative Feature, USA, TRT: 1:27 minutes
Produced and directed by Harold Jackson, III. A novelist, given just a few months to live,
fights for a second chance while facing all the people he stepped on to get to the top.

Narrative Shorts

BIRD’S EYE

Narrative Short – USA TRT: 14 minutes
When the perfect life of a pet parrot is suddenly interrupted, it has to navigate a new world
when it can’t understand the humans around it.

HEROES’ HONEYMOON

Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 13 minutes
In October 1938, Burt Kempner’s parents set off on a bus headed for Niagara Falls for their
honeymoon. It was the same night that Orson Welles made his infamous War of the Worlds
broadcast, throwing Americans into a panic. It’s hard enough embarking on a new marriage
– but when the world is ending too?

HONEY BEE

Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 6:23 minutes
Honey Bee is a short visual poem that reflects on memory and moments in life that mark us,
and hold us back. For each of us, various moments leave their mark, but this one is inspired
by today’s headlines.

MICKEY HARDAWAY

Narrative Short, USA, TRT: 19:23 minutes
A young sketch artist visits a renowned psychiatrist as his life begins spinning out of control
after years of physical and verbal abuse have taken a toll on him. Rated R – material which
may be unsuitable for children under the age of 17. Under 17 requires accompanying
parent or adult guardian.

OTHELLO SAN

Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 20 minutes
Produced and directed by Theodore Adams, III. A celebrated young African American
actor enrolls at a prestigious theater school in Japan to play the lead role in Shakespeare’s
Othello, only to find his dreams of greatness are tempered by an instructor who challenges
him to question his reason for being there.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
POOCH SITTER

Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 15 minutes
Produced and directed by Monda Raquel Webb. Pooch Sitter is a short film about
homelessness. Claire Wingham usually finds her clients by sitting on park benches, which
otherwise serve as an occasional bed. When fate finds her the perfect client, she floats
through life with a chameleon-like creativity and unperturbed naïveté.

THE RECESS

Narrative Short – Iran, TRT: 11:35 minutes
Sahar is a 17-year-old student who, despite a national ban on women entering football
stadiums, is determined to skip school to attend the match between Esteghala F.C. and
Al-Ain.

THE WOUND

Narrative Short – Iran, TRT: 12 minutes
After losing her family in an earthquake, a 9-year-old thinks she has been wounded when
she has her first period.

TYPE CAST

Narrative Short – USA, TRT: 7:28 minutes
Three typewriters that have taken on the personalities of their dead owners – a Catholic
priest, a famous novelist, and a beatnik poet – tussle in an escalating battle of words and
expose a damning hypocrisy.

ZOO (VOLKERSHAU)

Narrative Short –USA, TRT: 11 minutes
Produced and directed by Monda Raquel Webb. Two young girls prepare for a fun day at
the 1958 World’s Fair in Brussels, Belgium with the same expectations but very different
outcomes.

Documentary Features

BALL SIDE MIDDLE (A BROOKLYN BASKETBALL STORY)

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 72 minutes
A revealing documentary that reflects on the era 1975-1985 and the Brooklyn basketball
experience. The film highlights the “gift that kept giving” through stories of amazing men in
the community in spite of their adversity, challenges and successes.

CHICAGO: AMERICA’S HIDDEN WAR

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 105 minutes
Urgent, stunning, revealing. Chicago: America’s Hidden War pulls back the curtain and
takes an inside war-journalistic look into the violence that has plagued Chicago streets for
decades.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
SKY SO BLUE

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 58:44 minutes
The 9/11 Memorial in New York City is a sacred place. The final resting place for many of
the nearly 3,000 victims of the attacks of September 11, 2001. Follow Tim Oliver on his
daily walk to work through the memorial. His walk becomes a journey of love, hope and
survival as Oliver finds five families of 9/11, who relive the final moments of innocent
Americans caught up in the attacks and share their unique perspectives on a divided and
pandemic-stricken nation 20 years later.

RUMBLE: THE INDIANS WHO ROCKED THE WORLD

Documentary Feature – Canada, TRT: 102 minutes
Rumble: The Indians who Rocked the World tells the story of a profound, essential and until
now, missing chapter in the history of American music: the indigenous influence.

THE FIRST STEP

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 89 minutes
Van Jones, a progressive activist known for calling Donald Trump’s election “a whitelash”
live on TV, controversially crosses party lines to win bipartisan support for criminal
justice reform and a more humane response to the addiction crisis. Attempting to be a
bridge builder in a time of extreme polarization takes him deep into the inner workings of
a divisive administration, internal divisions within both parties, and the lives of activists
fighting for their communities.

THE FRIENDLIEST TOWN

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 1:17 minutes
Pocomoke is a small town on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. Residents both black and white
have lived quietly for decades. But Pocomoke’s calm belies the conflict stirring within a
community still shaped by racial tensions both past and present.

THE TOWER ROAD BUS

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 67 minutes
Fifty years after the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the constitutionality of busing children to
achieve racial integration in schools, The Tower Road Bus revisits the unresolved stories of
African-American students and educators thrust into all-white schools during the 1970s.

UNDER THE SAME SKY

Documentary Feature – USA, TRT: 50:19 minutes
Women around the globe share wisdom and experience in a pandemic.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
Documentary Shorts

IF I TELL THEM

Documentary Short – USA, TRT: 12:26 minutes
James Sampsel, a plein air painter and fly-fishing guide, comes to terms with his past and a
bi-polar diagnosis that hangs over his future.

LOVE REACHES EVERYWHERE

Documentary Short – USA, TRT: 35 minutes
Actor Gerard Butler embarks on a life-changing journey to see how his mother’s favorite
non-profit organization transforms the lives of children in some of the world’s most
underserved countries.

THE JUNGIAN ARCHETYPE

Documentary Short – USA, TRT: 30 minutes
Why do we forget some films while others stay with us a lifetime? With it s bewitching
images and age-old stories, no art form has greater potential than film to demonstrate the
power of archetype.

TRUE NORTH: SAILING TO SALVATION

Documentary Short – USA, TRT: 19:35 minutes
Sailing to Salvation documents a group of distressed war veterans who, feeling alienated
from society upon their return from duty, find healing, connection, and a sense of
belonging on the Chesapeake Bay.

Environmental Features

LAWS OF THE LIZARD

Environmental Feature – USA, TRT: 51 minutes
Days Edge Productions – When scientists ask big questions about the rules of nature, they
often seek out unlikely creatures – lizards called anoles – to find the answers. In Laws of the
Lizard, two filmmakers embark on a year-long adventure to reveal the surprising story of
anoles, the most important lizards in the world.

SINK OR SWIM: LEARNING THE CRAWL IN THE MALDIVES

Environmental Feature – USA, TRT: 45 minutes
Produced and directed by Jon Bowermaster. Though they live just a few feet above sea level,
many in the Maldives never learn to swim. Instructors taught 50 third-graders and their
burka-clad mothers how to swim.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
Environmental Shorts

FARMSCAPE ECOLOGY

Environmental Short – USA, TRT: 27 minutes
Produced and directed by Jon Bowermaster. Farming is ever-evolving. Today, when we
think about what’s to come next for farmers, a key question is, “How do we produce food
and still maintain a livelihood for farmers, while respecting the needs of other organisms
with which we share the land.”

NUTRIENT STEWARDSHIP: THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP

Environmental Short – USA, TRT: 4:16 minutes
Working together under the “4R umbrella” – right source, right rate, right time, right place –
we can achieve the common goal of clean water, good soil, and a healthy environment.

POCOMOKE RIVER: THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP

Environmental Short – USA, TRT: 4:02 minutes
A healthy Chesapeake Bay is within our grasp. Partnership and collaboration are critical to
restoring wetlands and floodplains at a meaningful scale.

HIDDEN WILD

Environmental Short – USA, TRT: 26 minutes
Days Edge Productions – Behind the homes and freeways of suburban Palm Beach County,
an incredible network of swamps, scrub, and waterways lies waiting to be discovered. Join
science educator Alex Freeze as she takes three South Florida students on an expedition to
discover the wilderness hidden in their own backyards.

Made in Maryland Films

POWER OF THE PADDLE

Made in Maryland – TRT: 26 minutes
When Chris Hopkinson learned that a single oyster can filter up to 50 gallons of water a day,
he wondered what he could do to help save the Chesapeake Bay. Decades of overfishing,
pollutions and toxic algae build-up have put the Bay in great danger. Hopkinson decided to
take a stand – attempting to be the first to paddleboard the entire length of the Bay.

CRISIS ON THE HALF SHELL

Made in Maryland – TRT: 14 minutes
This is a story of hope, as teams of marine biologists and advocates focus efforts on the
major challenge of restoring the oyster population of the Chesapeake Bay.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
OUR STORY: LIFETIME WELLS

Made in Maryland – TRT: 17 minutes
A film following the founding story of a water charity that has drilled over 2,500 water wells
in Africa to help underserved populations all over the continent.

OUT TO VOTE

Made in Maryland – TRT: 39 minutes
After winning a fight to restore voting rights for convicted felons, returning citizens
Bobby Perkins, Nicole Hanson-Mundell and Monica Cooper go all-in to get out the vote
in Baltimore, Maryland. This is a story of the powerful positive impact of democratic
engagement.

SAVING SAN DOMINGO

Made in Maryland – TRT: 27 minutes
A 200 year-old African-American community in Maryland struggles to save its traditions
and values. A film directed by Dave Harp with production team Tom Horton and CannonBrown.

Student Shorts

FLAG CAMP HORROR

Horror – Made in Maryland — TRT 3:56 minutes
Written and directed by Fynn Malkus, age 11. A school day starts like any other, then
a monster chases kids, ending in a showdown reminiscent of the very scary Jurassic
Park kitchen scene. Produced at FLAG Camp in Cambridge, Maryland, a summer youth
program that features a film school sponsored by the Chesapeake Film Festival. Contact
cambridgeflagcamp@gmail.com for more information.

REVANCHIST

Student Short
Two young werewolves deal with their natures while evading a ruthless hunter.

THE YAWNDEMIC

Comedy – Made in Maryland – TRT 5:10 minutes
Written and directed by Jean Pierre, age 12. There is a new virus spreading and a group of
kids try to determine how to deal with it. Is it real? Is it fake news? They try to stay safe,
but one-by-one they are affected until it seems that the whole world is falling apart – then
a young hero enters to save the day. Produced by FLAG Camp in Cambridge, Maryland,
a summer youth program that features a film school sponsored by the Chesapeake Film
Festival. Contact cambridgeflagcamp@gmail.com for more information.

THREE CLICKS
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Student Short, USA, TRT: 11:44 minutes
Three Clicks is is a short film that tells the story of two men that break into a house to get
what someone else stole. Once inside, they find out the owner has come home earlier than
expected and they must find a way to escape.

Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
Thriller Shorts

HALCYON

SCI-FI Experimental, USA – TRT: 8 minutes
After the plague, remaining families have arrived and a man expelled from the last habitable
zone wanders the desert wondering if he’ll ever see his son again.

IKARUS

Thriller Short, USA – TRT: 17 minutes
Teenage scavengers, Queen and her older brother, Birdie, are on their usual hustle of
hunting down cargo drones. Unbeknownst to Birdie, Queen has navigated the pair onto
new paths with hopes of landing the ultimate payload.

SLEEP TIGHT

Thriller Short – USA, TRT: 11:27 minutes
Preston’s adoptive parents Daniel and Kate think that he is just going through a phase, but
Kate fears it may be more because of Preston’s haunted past.

Animations

ALL THE WORLD’S A STAGE

TRT: 1 minute
An animated adaptation of the famous Shakespeare poem All The World’s A Stage narrated
by the renowned Shakespeare actor and director Samuel West. With All the World’s A Stage,
Hannes Rall has fully succeeded in creating a congenial adaptation of one of the most
famous monologues from the history of theatre.

DUMPLING DASH

Student Short – TRT: 2:11 minutes
A newborn dough ball in a dim sum must undergo a transformative initiation ritual in order
to join his dumpling family, but he finds his own approach to growing up.

INSOMNIA

Student Short – TRT: 4:04 minutes
A girl who can’t sleep at night enters a world of fantasy.

METRO6

TRT: 8 minutes
Today is an important day for Zak, but everything is going horribly wrong. During
his adventurous bus ride, Zak goes through a deeply personal metamorphosis. Below
the comedic surface lies a warning for all of us to not lose the importance of human
connections. As Zak becomes more socially aware and appreciative of his diverse
community, so do we.
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Virtual
Festival (continued)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3 through SUNDAY OCTOBER 10
OYSTERS!

TRT: 6 minutes
Oysters! is an animated tale of death and rebirth underneath the waters of New York Harbor
inspired by the Billion Oyster Project.

PRICKLY JAM

TRT: 6 minutes
An end-of-days comedy animation about an amorous cricket and a starving hedgehog who
wants to eat the last cricket left in the world.

SMILES

TRT: 11 minutes
Sharks have gotten a raw deal. But don’t take my word for it, you can hear it right from
the source in Smiles. This in an inside look into the world of sharks with interviews from
the majestic creatures themselves. They have been portrayed as monsters, lifeless eating
machines and in some cases tornadoes of death, and they just want a chance to tell their
side of things.

TEN DEGREES OF STRANGE

TRT: 4:29 minutes
Ten Degrees of Strange is a music video based on a song by Robert Macfarlane and Johnny
Flynn, from the album Lost in the Cedar Wood, directed and animated by Lynn Tomlinson.
Taking inspiration from the Epic of Gilgamesh, an ancient story written on clay tablets, and
responding to the strangeness of the global pandemic, this story of loss and hope in nature
is told through colorful, shifting and morphing clay on glass animation.

THE BLUE BUTTERFLY

TRT: 6 minutes
To collect butterflies from the memory of his marriage, an old man travels around the
world, then he relives the moment with his wife while capturing the butterflies.

WADE

TRT: 11 minutes
In a version of Kolkata, India rendered unlivable by sea level rise, things take a dark turn
when a family of climate change refugees are ambushed by a tiger on the flooded streets.
Audience Award for the 2020 Brooklyn Film Festival.

WILD WOMAN

TRT: 4 minutes
Wild Woman is an animated poem to mankind which invokes current world issues such as
drone strikes and religious persecution in a plea for empathy. Scenes transform and melt as
the animator also explores her personal struggle of becoming a mother.
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" Water links us to our neighbor
a way more complex
rofound than any other."
-John Thorson

Open Power to preserve our water and way of life.
Enel Green Power is a leading developer, long-term owner and
operator of renewable energy plants, taking a community-first
approach in all aspects of our operations. We integrate
sustainable design, safety and performance to create positive
environmental and social impact.
Enel Green Power is proud to support environmental film
programming for the 14th annual Chesapeake Film Festival.

Stay Connected

www.enelgreenpower.com

Boutique dining and retail in Historic Downtown Easton
bluepointhospitality.com
Bas Rouge . Benjamin . Bonheur . BumbleBee Juice
Flying Cloud Booksellers . Roma . The Stewart
Sunflowers & Greens . Weather Gage . The Wardroom

Afternoon tea
at Bonheur

Fine dining at
Bas Rouge

